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In the model proposed below a fraction is considered to be

an answer to the question "p = q x ?" where p and q are counting

numbers with q nonzero. Defining a fraction in this manner we

must assume that the child has an understanding of multiplication

of counting numbers, and that, in some sense, we can desciibe

thatunderstanding. Thus the model for fractions presupposes a--

model for multiplication of counting numbers. The two most

' common models for this operation are the Cartesian.Product Model

and the Repeated Additions Model. These models are illustrated

below.

Cartesian Product Model for p x q

q elements per row
(q columns)

p TOWS
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Repeated Additions Model for p x q

p piles

q elements
per pile

An essential feature of each of these models for multi-

plication is the equivalence (as sets and as displays) brtween

pairs of rows, pairs of columns, or pairs of piles. We shall

refer to this equivalence as an isomorphism.

A second feature of each.:of these moPAs is the existence

of an (unchanging) unit, and identification of this unit with

the number 1. In order to extend this model to fractions we

must assume a willingness on the part of the student to accept

a set or conglomerate as a unit. This assumption does not seem

unreasonable, in both models for multiplication there seems to
corsiWleir .

be a necessity toissets as "hyper-units." Both módels seem to

consist of the following sequence of operations:

Unit --
collect

Hyper-unit Product
collect

Cartesian
Product: Unit row -- collect

> Array

Repeated
Additions: Uhit pile ) Pile of

collect collect piles
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The Model

The model hypothesized below is derived-by reversing the.

operation of colleCtion of units into hyperunits; the reverse

aeration will be called "scattering into subunits." We

demand that the role of isomorphism and the idea of an un

changing unit be retained.

Beginning with the fraction 1/p, the model is developed

through five_stages.at the "special units" level.. A special.

unit for a.fraCtion.p/q it onewhich:.is readilylviewed as

containing kq isomorphic sUbunits (k a whole number). It is

assumed that once each stage is internalized at the special .

units level, the student can move to a higher "general units"

level; the mechanism for such movemnt could probably be based

on delTening or abstracting the. scattering operation.

The five stages in the model are associated with the

follOWing five questions:

1) p x ? = 1

2), p. x ? = q

3) p/q x r/s = ?

4) p/q x ? = 1

5) p/c1 x

The model can be based on either the Cartesian Product or

Repeated Additions Model for counting number multiplication.

The following development is in terms of the Cartesian Product

model.

Stage 1. Gtven the problem "p x ? = 1" and a special unit,

the first effort of the student is to try to bring the prob

lem into conformity with his prior knowledge of multiplica-
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tion of counting nutbers. This can be accomplished best by

arranging the unit to resemble the TrodUct model. We shall

call this process Nicattering;" note that the unit is re-

tained.during scattering.

Unit Scattered Unit

XXX

x xx x x x x
xxxxx.

I
scatter I xxxx

The particular scattering performed is determined in part by

the number p, and in part by the student's sophistication or

whim. Each of the following scatterings would be appropriate

for the problem 5 x ? = 1 with a special unit of cardinality

12;

A) B) xx xx ..06\
X1C I MC=

XX XX

The scattering is done to facilitate formation of p isomorphic

subunits. A pair of collection operations, together called

"collecting subunit within unit" is then applied. The subunit

collection determines the numerator, and the unit collection

the denominator of the fraction.

Procedure for-Scattering

x x x ;\ collect subunit

i omorphic x x x x
Fururif.ti3 -7

x x x xi

5
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Similar procedures for scattertngs B and C:

collect subunit

5---12rE323--Laft

alloMme Wm. Ima vosm dm awo

.m. =MONO
XX

within

collect unit_

_41.

xx)
subunit

xx

isOmo

collect sdbunit

within

collect unit 3

Thus the model for forming the answer to p x ?'= 1 consists of

the following steps:

1. Scatter unit

2. Determine p isomorphic subunits

.3. Collect subunit within collected unit

Nbte that eq4valent fractions arise from.equivalent scatterings,

'with the reducela form of the fraction corresponding to the most

efficient scattering. Natural representations of the fraction

formed arise from steps 2 and 3; the representations are scat4.ing-

dependent and are illustrated below:

A) B)

Stage 2. In order to solve the problem p x ? = q, the student

begins with q isomorphic copies of the (special) unit, and

proceeds as in stage 1. The q copies of the unit are scattered
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isomorphically, and isoMorphic subunits are identified within

each copy. The following diagram illustrates these procedures

for the problems 3 x ? = 2 and 2 x ? =3.

3 x ? = 2; special unit of cardinality 12

XXXXX
X X

XXX\6/
isonierrhoi)

scetter;n9

2 x ? = 3; special unit of cardinality 8

xx

ISO A XX

XX XX

What remains is to collect within units. Two procedures are

available: we can force sUbunits i±ito units and then collect,

or we can collect across within units.

Forcing for 3x ? = 2

cxx xx fmc xx*

XX 3MC fOrtil

Unit

Collecting across4for 3 x ? = 2

XX

collect

across

collect

4

collect
Iirubunits_ 4

within \I!

collect 6,P1

mit

ti
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A.

The forcing procedure has the advantage of giving a clearer

representation'of the fraction thad the collecting across

procedure when q is less than p. The situaticn becomes more

complicated when p is less than q, especially as we wish to

haveArepresentation which can be manipulated in conjunction

with operations. The following examples illustrate the two

procedures for the problem 2 x ? = 3, with a special unit of

cardinality 8.

Forcing:

XXXX

XX:XX

=CZ

rICXX

Collecting across:

XXXX

HXXXR

xxxx I *are e

XXXX

IN11111
XXXX

collect

'Aczoss
collect

units

The representation of a fraction (greater than 1) which emerges

from forcing would seem to be best made as in. figure A below.

The repreaentation emerging from collecting across looks like

a stack of representations for lip, as in figure B.

vniA.s(.........00".N
111"

r.

p -4"

%-t-i tatts

3

2"1"

8.
I I I

lxxxx
%

4 I

XXXXj
essevitial i6 essential

vnits."below -he

%Int
c1/41e rt 04r4p 8



The stacking procedure can be wed in.the development, of

models for operations on fractions, and. does have.some intuitive

appeal; however, it meems to require. use of.three dimensional

displays or indexing systems. Therefore the rest of the model

is developed using the forcing procedure.

In order to parallel the models for muptiplication of counting

numbers as closely as possible, we extend the set of representatians

of fractians by adding transposes of the representations described

above. Under this extension 2/3 could.be represented by either

of the displays:

XX XX

XX XX

Similarly, 3/2 could be represented by either of these:

xx
ixx J.

MP MWO

XX XX XX XX
=ID OM 011.

1XX XXI

XX XX ICC XX ixx xN1

Note: Complete units
below or to the right
of the line can be
deleted.

We are now ready to consider multipl_cation of fractions.

Stage 3. In developing the multiplication of fractions we

mimic, as closely as possible, the Cartesian Product Model for

the multiplication of counting numbers. In that model one

factor is represented on a horizontal dimension and the other

on the vertical dimension; the entire array is collected to
9



form the product. In the multiplication of two fractions,

the first fraction will determine the vertical representation

and th s. second the horizontal representation; the combined

representations determine a."crossed array." To determine

the product of the fractions the upper left corner is collected

'within the (collected) unit. The following examples illustrate

the procedure.

Example: 2/3 x 4/5

Model'for 2/3: Model for 4/5:0

The crossed array: 2/3 /cx
xx xx xx .

xx xx xx xx

4/5

Collect upper ?eft (8) wizhin unit (15).

Eiample: 3/2 x 1/3

Collect upper left (3) within unit (6).
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3tage 4. -Divisidn is the inverse.of multiplication, and .is

developed in two stages: reciprocaiion and division of general

.fractions. For reciprocation we begin as in stage 1 with a

special unit.. This unit is used. to determine-the .representation

.of p/q. The goal is then to use this.unit.as the_vertical and -

find a crossed array with the unit in the upper. left.

Example: 2/3 x. ? = 1; special unit of cardinality 12

seek factor soxx x. x ....... 2),

upper left a unit

,..-..,XXXX XXXX
XXXX X X X X

X X X X

ageLa. As in,Stages 1, 2, and 4, the process of division

begins by determining a representative for. the.product., This

representation is used to determine the representatidn of the

known factor, and the cither factor is. then sought.

Example: 1/2 x. ? = 2/6

Representation of 2/6:
1 -"determines representation

for 1/2:

Form crossed array to yield 2/6:

XMC

XXX
MO
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Remarks

One of the main sources of students' errors in computation

and reasoning with fractions seems 'to be related to confusion

between multiplication and division of these numbers. The

teaching model sketched above was developed in an effort to

build an approadh to teaching fractions which might avoid this

confusion. In particular, it was desired that the representation

of multiplication should not involve division of diagrams.

The following considerations are related to this initial effort.

Agomptions underlying the development of the model

1. Fractions arise froM 'consideration of division, there-

fore division and multiplication are more basic to fraction

concepts, and should be taught first.

2. Insofar as fractions arise from consideration of part/

whole relationships, the development of fractional concepts is

dependent upon the ability to accept a.set or conglomerate :-

entity as a unit.

3. Either a Cartesian Product or Repeated Aaditions Model

for counting number multiplication should underly a definition

of fractions.

4. The key element of both the Cartesian Product and

Repeated Additions Models for multiplication of counting

numbers is the isomorphism of "units of units" (columns, rows,

piles). This isomorphism should be retained, extended, inter-

preted, or redefined in the extension of the number system to

include the fractions.

Features of the Model

1, Natural extension of the Cartesian Product or Repeated

Additions Model for multiplication (and division) of counting

1 9
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numbers"- relies on extension of the underlying isomorphisms

Used in these models.

2. Milltiplication and division are easily defined and

distinguished within the model; the inverse relationship

between these operations is a4eflected. in the model.

3. Equivalent fractions occur naturally as alternate

cautions to a problem.

4. Illustrates the meaninglessness of 0 as a denominator.

5. Utilizes part/whole relationships.

Disadvantages of the Model

1. Unmieldrand non-unique representations for fractions

greater than 1.

2. Reliance on use of "special units."

3. Dependence upon visual representations.
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